
COMPANY PROFILE
we knit, dye, sew and print
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YOUR APPAREL PARTNER 
Knitting, dyeing, finishing and garments,
all your needs - under ONE roof.

Environmentally commited apparel producer.

Composite textile for your composite satisfaction.

Equipped with top-of-the-line production facilities.
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COMPANY OVERVIEW

Chust Textile is one of the most successful textile
manufacturers in Uzbekistan; a country with great
potential in the field of garment-manufacturing.
Chust Textile has acquired a versatile production chain
to cater flexible orders in shorter lead-time. Being an
industry-standard certificate holder, Chust Textile
assures the perfect blend of quality and efficiency.
Chust  Textile has passed over 12 years of accomplishment,
aiming to lead the competitive knitwear-organizations
of Uzbekistan. It has arduously re-engineered each step
of its value-chain to match the dynamism of the fashion
market. Chust Textile has expanded its capacity, developed
a skilled workforce and introduced integrated technologies,
to remain globally up-to-date. It is truly an organization
with a glorious past and a bright future.

Production of knitwear products
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COMPANY AT A GLANCE

Factory «Bogi Eram»
Chust Textile factory «Bogi Eram» was established in 2007. Currently, it is a complex of
interrelated workshops with a powerful production base.

The factory includes following workshops:

Cutting
workshop

Embroidering 
workshop

Screen printing
workshop

Heat Press
Machine shop

Ironing
workshop

Finished 
products

warehouse

Design &
Experimental
Department

Sewing 
workshop



Factory «Gulzor»
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COMPANY AT A GLANCE

Our fabric unit "GULZOR", started in 2019, powered by superior European machineries, is
capable to produce 15 tons of fabric per day. Chust Textile has been increasing its
manufacturing-capacity over the years, to convey volume orders of clients,
in a shorter lead-time.

The factory “Gulzor” operates following activities:

Knitting
workshop 

Dyeing and cloth
treatment workshop

Cutting
workshop

Screen printing
workshop

Ironing
workshop

Sewing
workshop

Finished
products

warehouses

Stenter frame
workshop



HISTORY

The history of the company began in 2007 with a small workshop where only 50 people have
worked. Today Chust Textile involves two large factories. More than 10 years of experience and
development. The history of the company is a history of its progress, success, striving
for improvement and development. During the existence of our company we have managed
to upgrade the manufacturing process of the knitwear: from simple to complex items under
sketches of the customer. We are proud to be able to establish a single cycle of knitted goods
manufacturing from creation of sketches of the future product up to the production of ready-
made goods. We produce fabrics and other necessary accessories ourselves.
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We produce labels, ropes, cuffs. Having own accessories we can offer more attractive
prices for the products and successfully compete in this segment. We try to supply
inexpensive high quality knitwear to the market. Nowadays, Chust Textile is a reliable
partner in business, one of the leading manufacturers of knitwear in Uzbekistan.
The company operates using the principles of honesty, openness and mutually
beneficial cooperation.

www.chusttextile.uz

Building before starting production.
2007 year



JOURNEY FOR EXCELLENCE
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Chust Textile Company has a wide range of products. We produce men's, women's
and children's clothing from knitwear of all shapes and sizes, different types of knitted
fabrics: from unbleached to dyed. Chust Textile has a wide range of dyed knitted fabrics
including tubular fabric, open width fabric, cotton fleece fabric and etc. Chust Textile also
produces a Grey knitted fabric (non-dyed) producing mainly jersey, Ribknit, Pique and etc.
Our advantage is a wide range of products and low prices. We offer coziness, comfort
and quality.

T-shirts Polo shirts Outerwear
Сaps and

baseball caps Hoodies Trousers Underwear

10
mln. pcs

1,5
mln. pcs

1,5
mln. pcs

3,5
mln. pcs

3,5
mln. pcs

3,5
mln. pcs

0,5
mln. pcs

ANNUAL PRODUCTION

Production of knitwear products

www.chusttextile.uz
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Chust Textile succesfully operates by using
various precision machines and equipment.
To ensure the smooth and uninterrupted
process of manufacturing of knitted products,
we continually upgrade our machines
and equipment with modern production units.

CUTTING WORKSHOPS

The main task of cutting workshops of
Chust Textile company is to produce precise
cuts of a variety of knitted fabrics of own
production, as well as to ensure uninterrupted
supply of cuts to the sewing workshop
for sewing goods.

Screen printing enables making simple things
unique and distinctive. We use the method
of screen printing in bright colors, high-quality
images printed and extraordinary texture.

SCREEN PRINTING WORKSHOP

Embroidering workshop of Uzbek Company
Chust Textile is equipped with high-precision
Japanese embroidery equipment TAJIMA,
which enables creation of professional
embroidered trim on various own-produced
knitwear.

   TECHNOLOGY ADVANTAGES OF

FACTORY  BOGI ERAM

EMBROIDERING WORKSHOP     

MACHINERY

R

CREATING SOLUTIONS

www.chusttextile.uz
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KNITTING PRODUCTION

We produce knitted fabrics in our factory. That's
why our company has no need to purchase raw
materials, which is extremely important. In our
knitting workshop we have very good machines to
knit knitted fabrics using various cotton yarn.
The park of knitting machine consists of 18 TERROT
and 10 Pai Lung machines.

FINISHING WORKSHOP     

KNITTED FABRIC DYEING

TECHNOLOGY ADVANTAGES OF

FACTORY GULZOR

MACHINERY

We have our own dyeing house, where we tried to
gather the best manufacturers in dyeing sector. 
So, the dyeing tanks are produced by Canlar
(Turkey), squeezing machines – Corino (Italy),
stenter machine – Effe (Turkey), compacting
machines – Ferraro (Italy). Our production is
created to produce as tubular, so and open-width
fabrics of high quality.

In order to provide additional characteristics to the
fabrics, we equipped our production with the
double-drum raising machine, produced by the
world leading manufacturer – Mario Crosta (Italy).
We are able to produce fabrics, used for the
production of warm clothes (like cotton fleece etc.)

www.chusttextile.uz

Chust Textile has always been pushing the
limits of its capacity, and can now handle
volume orders with ease. As a composite
manufacturer, Chust Textile advanced from
knitting, dyeing and finishing to
garment-manufacturing at a massive scale.
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QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURE

Over the past years, Chust Textile has improved its Quality Control System, which

includes meticulous checks, to ensure flawless production.

We apply High Quality Control standards at every stage in the value chain, starting from

purchasing raw materials and supplies to ready garment goods. Chust Textile is constantly

restructuring this system, and currently it ensures unique capabilities in terms of minimal

rework and repair speed. We use the latest quality control equipment, and maintain

a level of awareness of quality among the work force.

www.chusttextile.uz
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SAFETY PROCEDURES

www.chusttextile.uz

The Chust Textile strictly follows the ethical business rules that allows to control

compliance with a continuous process. We do not go beyond the scope of local

legislation; we promply with the ILO convention in terms of employment

practice and security. Meanwhile, Chust Textile has improved working conditions;

installed notable warning signs in the local language; mandatory use of safety

equipment during the work period to provide safety and soundness for its employees.

The workplace is clearly demarcated, emergency exits and equipment are indicated.

Chust Textile conntinuously enhances its facilities and conditions for its employees

by developing the infrastructure of their factories. There are the following examples:

Exemplary dining room; safe drinking water; hygienic toilets, health care; day care;

staff transportation issues.
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WORK PLACE ENVIRONMENT

As a responsible garment manufacturer, Chust Textile provides employees comfortable

and convenient workplace that complies with the law and conditions. In the Chust Textile

workshops, light, ventilation and ergonomics have been installed and updated, our

factories use the latest technology, such as a tire or electrical insttallation, mirror reflectors

for lamps,forced ventilation. The goal is to exceed local legal requirements and achieve

global standards and therefore, maintain the status of an innovative company in the eyes

of customers. Clearly delineated emergency routes and exits, smoke and fire detectors,

elaborate working layouts ensure safety workplace for workers. ISO requirements,

instructions and warning signs are placed in clearly visible places, inside the plant and

in 2 languages.  In addition, the use of metal gloves while cutting fabric, needle protection

while sewing. Compliance with such procedures significantly reduces related accidents during

work in Chust Textile workshops. In addition to security, we maintain a comfortable environment

for all: managerial staff and employees, to work in mutual cooperation and respect.

We are consciously making efforts to empower women, not only by hiring more women

in the work force, but by adopting training programs to train and

moving women to higher levels.

www.chusttextile.uz
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OUR PARTNERS

Production of knitwear products

CREATING SOLUTIONS

R

R

PERFECTION  IN  SCREENPRINTING

www.chusttextile.uz

   We know that our efforts are more effective when

done in collaboration with partners. Coming together

to share insights, knowledge and expertise across

borders creates focus for unified action, enabling

like-minded groups to progress on common goals.



Hotline
(+ 998 78) 148-8-148

Office reception
(+998 71) 254-20-17

Sales department
(+998 90) 997-05-92

Address
35 Bogtepa street, Yakkasaray district, Tashkent, Uzbekistan

Production of knitwear products

www.chusttextile.uz

E-mail:
info@chusttextile.uz
sales@chusttextile.uz

HEAD OFFICE
TASHKENT, UZBEKISTAN
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